[Measuring temporal transmission properties of the visual system. Diagnostic value in suspected optic nerve neuritis].
The temporal transfer properties of the visual system were examined in 157 patients with suspected acute optic neuritis or papillitis. Foveal modulation sensitivity was measured as a function of temporal frequency (DeLange curve) both for the affected eye and the unaffected fellow eye. Patients with acute optic neuritis typically show a reduction of foveal modulation sensitivity at all temporal frequencies, high temporal frequencies above 10 cps being more markedly affected. The aim of the present study was to determine the sensitivity and specificity of this simple psychophysical procedure for the diagnosis of neuritis or papillitis in a reasonably large population of patients with suspected acute optic neuritis or papillitis. In each case the final diagnosis was confirmed by evaluation of the clinical signs and symptoms, the course of disease and additional diagnostic procedures, e.g. electrophysiology, perimetry, neurological examination including CT, lumbal puncture and examination of cerebrospinal fluid. In 136 cases (86.6%) the result read from the DeLange curve was correctly positive or negative. In 17 cases (10.8%) the DeLange curve indicated a false-positive and in 4 cases (2.6%), a false-negative result.